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Abstract. Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a ubiquitous wire-
less technology which allows objects to be identified automatically. An
RFID tag is a small electronic device with an antenna and has a unique
serial number. Using RFID tags can simplify many applications and pro-
vide many benefits, but the privacy of the customers should be taken into
account. A potential threat for the privacy of a user is that anonymous
readers can obtain information about the tags in the system. In order to
address the security issues of RFID systems, various schemes have been
proposed. Among the various solutions, the lightweight protocols have
attracted much attention as they are more appropriate for the limited
architecture of RFID tags. In this paper, we perform the security and
privacy analysis of five lightweight protocols proposed in [1-4] and dis-
cuss their advantages and security issues. The computational complexity
of these lightweight protocols are also compared in this work.

1 Introduction

Radio frequency identification (RFID) technology has been used extensively in
recent years. For pervasive deployment of RFID systems, one issue which causes
public’s concern is privacy. Many research activities have been devoted in the
area of RFID security and privacy recently. Various attacks on the current algo-
rithms, protocols and implementations showed that the privacy of RFID systems
should be taken into account more seriously. Some customers are concerned
about being tracked by other readers when they are carrying items (such as
clothes, medicine or currency) embedded with RFID tags. In addition to track-
ing people, RFID tags may also be used to extract personal information such
as the type of clothes somebody wears, the specific brands in which an individ-
ual is interested in or some medical information about the patient carrying an
RFID-embedded container of medicine [5]. RFID tags may also be used by some
malicious organizations or dealers that sell fake RFID embedded items and forge
them as valuable items [5]. Denial of service (DoS) is another type of problem
which can be caused by attackers whose aim is to disrupt an RFID system [6,7].
Moreover, some specific RFID applications demand specific considerations. As
an example, Molnar and Wagner discussed the issues which should be considered



for RFID-based libraries [8]. Juels and Pappu explained the security issues of
using RFID technology in RFID-enabled banknotes [9]. Xiao et al. discussed the
security concerns in RFID-based telemedicine systems [10]. Some work has also
been devoted to security issues of RFID-based e-passports [11].

In order to cope with security issues of RFID systems, various schemes have
been proposed. These solutions can be divided into two general groups. The first
group uses blocking, jamming and physical solutions [6],[12]. The other group
uses cryptographic concepts and privacy preserving protocols. Cryptographic so-
lutions for RFID security issues can be divided into two main groups, lightweight
and complex cryptographic solutions. Some researchers believe that it is possi-
ble to use complex cryptographic protocols in future RFID tags. They suggest
the use of public key solutions such as elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) [13,14]
and advanced encryption standard (AES) [15]. Most RFID researchers, however,
believe that the industry needs simple and low cost RFID tags (below 5 cents
per item) with limited number of logical gates [5],[16]. For this case, many ap-
proaches that are based on the lightweight cryptographic solutions and protocols
have been suggested [1-4],[17],[18].

Lightweight protocols have the advantage of keeping the computational de-
mand and the price of RFID tags very low. For this reason, lightweight protocols
have been of interest to both industry and academia. In this work, we perform
a security analysis of five lightweight protocols proposed in [1-4], and show that
they are vulnerable to some simple security attacks. Briefly, the contributions of
our work are as follows:

– We discuss about the security of five recently proposed RFID protocols [1-4]
in Sections 2-5, respectively.

– For each of these five protocols, we perform the security analysis and show
some attacks that can affect or even break them.

– The computational cost and complexity of the above mentioned protocols are
discussed and compared in Section 6, followed by a conclusion in Section 7.

2 Henrici-Müller RFID Protocol

In this Section, we explain the protocol proposed by Henrici and Müller [1]
for communication between the reader and the tags in an RFID system. They
propose a simple scheme that relies on one-way hash functions and tries to
prevent the tracking attack by changing the traceable data at each interrogation.
This protocol assumes that the singulation procedure has been accomplished
by the reader previously. Singulation is a method by which an RFID reader
identifies a tag with a specific serial number from a number of tags in its field.
The principles of the Henrici-Müller protocol are as follows: In this scheme,
each tag contains its current identifier id, the current session number i, and the
last successful session number i∗. Similarly, the database contains a list of all
identifiers, session numbers and the last successful session numbers for all the
tags in the system. In addition to id, i and i∗, the mentioned list contains the
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Fig. 1. The RFID protocol proposed by Henrici and Müller [1].

hashed value of each id, denoted by h(id), for each tag in the system. In this
scheme, both the reader and tags are aware of the hash function h. At the very
beginning, id and i are initialized with random values and i∗ is equal to i. After
initialization, the communication process is performed as shown in Fig. 1:

1. First, a request message is sent from the reader to the tag to start the session.

2. After receiving the request message, the tag increases the value of its i by
one and calculates h(id), h(i ◦ id) and ∆i (by subtracting i∗ from i), and
sends them to the reader via the insecure wireless channel. Here, ◦ is a
“suitable conjugation function”, and “a simple XOR function is adequate
for this purpose” [1].

3. The reader sends the above information to the back-end database. The
database calculates the hash functions for all the tags in the system and
finds the tag whose id results in the received hash value h(id). The database
extracts i∗ of the tag and calculates i from ∆i and i∗. Finally, the database
calculates h(i ◦ id) and checks whether or not it matches the one sent by the
tag. If the tag is confirmed by the database, a random value r is generated.
Then, r and h(r ◦ i ◦ id) are sent to the tag by the reader.

4. Since the tag knows i and id and receives r, it can calculate h(r ◦ i ◦ id)
to make sure that it is communicating with the legitimate reader. If this is
the case, the tag calculates its new identifier using a predefined function of
the received r like f(r, id), and updates the last successful session number
i∗ which is set to i.

It should be noted that in this protocol, an entry is not deleted from the database
after the third step, but a copy of the previous id and i∗ is kept until the next
successful session. If the third step fails for any reason or the tag cannot receive
the random value r correctly, the database can still identify the tag using the
previous id and i.



Although this protocol is simple, efficient and can solve many security issues
of RFID systems, it is vulnerable to some simple attacks. First, we define some
of the common security attacks and then we show how a malicious user can take
advantage of these attacks to affect the Henrici-Müller protocol. Some simple
and common attacks are as follows:

– Tracking: Under this attack, a malicious user (who can passively eavesdrop
the communications between the tags and the readers or can actively interact
with the tags) tries to trace a specific tag or to identify it among numerous
tags, using the information sent by the tag over time.

– Desynchronization: The main goal of this attack is to ruin the synchroniza-
tion between a legitimate reader and a tag, in order to prevent them from
successfully communicating with each other later. Another goal of this attack
could be to prevent the reader from successfully updating the information
saved in a tag (identification for instance) after a successful communication.

– Replay: Under this attack, a malicious user eavesdrops on the communica-
tions between a legitimate reader and a tag, and saves the information sent
by them. The attacker uses this information later and replays it to commu-
nicate with a legitimate reader or a real tag.

– DoS: Under this attack, an adversary tries to ensure that the legitimate
reader cannot communicate with a specific tag anymore. In order to launch
this attack, the adversary needs to use or waste the resources of the tag (or
reader) which are needed for communication.

– Impersonation: The main objective of this attack is to obtain the information
sent by a tag and a legitimate reader during their communication. This
information is then used by a fake tag to convince the legitimate reader that
it is communicating with a specific real tag and not a fake one.

Using the above attacks, malicious users can attack the Henrici-Müller RFID
Protocols as discussed below:

1. In this protocol, the tag increases the value of i by one, even if the session
finally fails, while i∗ is updated only if the session is successful and the
reader is confirmed. Based on the above, an attacker can interrogate a tag
several times to abnormally increase i and ∆i. Therefore, an attacker is
able to recognize its target by identifying and tracking the tag that sends
abnormally large values of ∆i in response to requests by the attacker.

2. After step (2) and before the legitimate reader sends r and h(r ◦ i◦ id) to the
tag, the attacker can send r′ and h(r′ ◦ i ◦ id) to the tag. The attacker does
not know i and id separately but it knows h(i ◦ id) from the tag’s response
in step (2). Therefore, the attacker can simply use a null element like r′ = 0̄
and sends back the r′ and h(r′ ◦ i ◦ id) to the tag. As a result, the original r
and h(r ◦ i ◦ id) will not be accepted from the legitimate reader and it will
be desynchronized from the tag.

3. As mentioned before, a copy of the previous id is kept in the database to
make it possible for the reader to communicate with a tag whose id has not



been updated for any reason. Using this fact, an attacker can simply save
and then replay {h(id), h(i ◦ id),∆i} to the legitimate reader to impersonate
itself as the real tag.

4. In Henrici-Müller protocol, when a legitimate reader interrogates a tag, an
attacker can interrogate this tag before the reader carries out the third step.
After receiving the request message from the attacker, the tag increases i
by one. Thus, the hash value sent by the legitimate reader to the tag is
conceived as an incorrect response and will not be accepted since the tag
expects to receive a hash value made from the newly increased i.

5. An attacker can repeatedly send the request message to the nearby tags and
looks for the h(id) in the received replies. As a result, the attacker can track
a specific tag using its h(id). The tag remains vulnerable to the tracking
attack in this scheme until a successful session is accomplished and its id is
updated.

3 Lim et al. RFID Protocols

In this Section, we explain two RFID protocols proposed by Lim et al. [2]. These
two protocols were proposed to improve the security of communication in RFID
systems and to provide a more reliable solution than the Henrici-Müller method.
The first protocol is named the “challenge-response trigger” and uses a challenge-
response mechanism to provide the required security. After the singulation phase,
each tag contains its current id, and a copy of all the tag ids is kept in the
database as well. The communication process is shown in Fig. 2:

1. First, a request message is sent from the reader to the tag, along with a
random challenge R to start the session.

2. The tag generates a random challenge R′ in response to the reader’s request
and sends it along with the g(id ◦ R) value to the reader. Again, ◦ is a
“suitable conjugation function” like XOR, and g is a one-way hash function
[2]. The tag uses the received R in g(id ◦R) to convince the reader that it is
communicating with the correct tag.

3. The reader forwards the information from step (2) to the database to be
checked. If g(id◦R) is correct, the database calculates h(id◦R′) and sends it
to the tag via the reader. h is a one-way hash function, same as g. The new
id is calculated using a function f known to both the tag and the database.

It should be noted that in the challenge-response trigger protocol, an entry is
not deleted from the database after the third step, but a copy of the previous
id is kept until the next successful session. If the third step fails for any reason,
the database can still identify the tag using the previous id.

The challenge-response trigger protocol is vulnerable to some simple attacks
as discussed below:

1. For most RFID applications, it is a reasonable assumption that a tag may
be captured and analyzed by an attacker. The attacker can interrogate the
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Fig. 2. The challenge-response trigger protocol proposed by Lim et al. [2].

captured tag for different values ofR, and make a dictionary of some probable
challenges and related responses from the tag. The attacker can use this
dictionary later to impersonate itself as the real tag to the legitimate reader.

2. As another attack, the above mentioned dictionary can be used to “track”
a specific tag. The attacker would repeatedly send the request message and
R to all tags and look for the g(id,R) response which is known from the
dictionary. The tag remains vulnerable to the tracking attack in this protocol
until a successful session is accomplished and its id is updated.

3. After the legitimate reader sends a request message to the tag in step (1) and
before step (3), an attacker can repeat step (1) and send a request message
to force the tag to reset the random challenge R′. Since the new random
challenge is different from the previous one, the h(id◦R′) message which the
reader sends will not be accepted by the tag. The reader assumes that the
id of the tag has been updated using the function f after sending h(id ◦R′)
which is not the case and the tag does not update its id.

After the challenge-response trigger protocol, another scheme named the
“forward rolling trigger” was proposed by Lim et al. to improve the security
of reader-tag communication in RFID systems. This scheme takes advantage of
Lamport’s one-time password authentication scheme [19]. In the “forward rolling
trigger” protocol, the tag only responds to a valid challenge from the reader or
sends back some random values otherwise [2]. In this protocol, the reader stores
a chain of hash functions like h(w), h2(w) = h(h(w)), ..., hmax(w), where h is a
secure one-way hash function, w is a secret random seed, and max is the length
of the chain. The reader uses a hash value from this chain to authenticate itself
to the tag over time. For each tag in the system, the last successful session (com-
munication with the reader) is stored as i∗ and the current session is shown by
i. The reader uses Li = hmax−i(w) to authenticate itself to the tag. The values
of i∗ and i are initialized to 0 at the beginning, and Li is initialized to hmax(w).
The communication process is shown in Fig. 3:
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Fig. 3. The forward rolling trigger protocol proposed by Lim et al. [2].

1. The reader sends i and Li to the tag, along with the request message, to
start a new session with the tag.

2. The tag checks whether (i − i∗) is greater than 0 and hi−i∗(Li) is equal to
Li∗ . If these two conditions hold, it calculates extid = g(id, i), where i is the
current session number and id shows the identifier of the tag. It also updates
i∗ and Li∗ , generates a random challenge R′, and sends extid and R′ to the
tag. If the conditions do not hold, the tag replies to the reader’s request with
a useless random extid.

3. The reader forwards the received information to the back-end database and
if the received extid is correct, rep = h(id,R′) is calculated and sent to the
tag. Otherwise, a useless random rep is sent to the tag.

4. After sending the rep to the tag, the current id is stored as the previous
identification idprev and the new id is calculated using f(id) in which f is
a one-way function known by the tag and the database. The tag updates
idprev and id only if the received rep is equal to h(id,R′).

As in the challenge-response trigger protocol, an entry is not deleted from the
database after the third step, but a copy of the previous id is kept until the next
successful session. If the third step fails for any reason, the database can still
identify the tag using the previous id. The forward rolling trigger protocol has
some security drawbacks that may affect the privacy of RFID users, as stated
below:

1. The total number of session requests which can be issued by the reader
is limited to max for each tag. This limit is for the case when the reader
knows exactly which tag should be interrogated in the next session. For
example, the reader may have used i = 8 and L8 for tag A and i = 3



and L3 for tag B in the most recent interrogation. If the reader knows that
it is going to interrogate tag A in the next session, it can use any i from
the set i = {9, 10, 11, ...,max} along with its Li to start the new session,
but if the reader wants to interrogate B, it can use any i from the set i =
{4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, ...,max} along with its Li. In other words, i = {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}
cannot be used for A while they can be used for B. However, the reader
does not always know which tag is going to be interrogated in the next
session. For example, in an RFID-based library, the reader should start the
session first and wait for the tag to answer and reveal its id [8]. In these
types of applications, the reader has to increment i at each interrogation,
and therefore, the total number of sessions for all the tags in the system is
limited to max.

2. The attacker may know the set of acceptable {i, Li} (or at least a large
pair of this set) from another RFID system or by tampering. In this case,
the attacker can send i = max and Lmax to a tag and waste its set of
acceptable {i, Li}. This way, the tag looses its chance of future sessions and
communication with the legitimate reader as the value i the reader sends
will no more satisfy the condition (i− i∗) > 0. This can be considered as the
DoS attack.

3. The (i − i∗) > 0 condition makes the protocol vulnerable to DoS attack.
Moreover, the reader needs to be aware of the tag which is going to be inter-
rogated next, and this is not a plausible assumption for many applications
as explained previously. On the other hand, if we remove the (i − i∗) > 0
condition, the protocol becomes vulnerable to another attack. The attacker
may listen to the communications between the tags and the reader in an-
other RFID system, eavesdrop and save a valid (i, Li) pair, and use it for an
RFID system somewhere else. For instance, assume that a legitimate reader
sends a request message along with an acceptable (i1, Li1) pair to a tag
and the tag replies with {R′

1, extid1 = g(id, i1)}. At this stage and before
the reader sends the rep value to the tag, an attacker can send another re-
quest with another acceptable (i2, Li2) pair to force the tag to reply with
{R′

2, extid2 = g(id, i2)} in order to ruin the synchronization between the tag
and the reader.

4. If we remove the (i − i∗) > 0 condition from the protocol, an attacker can
eavesdrop on the previous communication between the tag and the reader
and use one of the previously used valid (i, Li) pairs to interrogate the tag
again. The tag replies with extid = g(id, i) and the attacker can track the
tag by sending the request message repeatedly and tracking the tag which
replies with extid = g(id, i).

5. An attacker may find a valid (i, Li) pair from another RFID system as ex-
plained above. Then, it can send the valid pair along with the request mes-
sage to a captured tag and obtain the {R′, extid = g(id, i)} information in
the second step. Using the {R′, extid = g(id, i)} information, the attacker is
now able to impersonate itself as the actual tag to the legitimate reader.
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4 Tan et al. RFID Protocol

In this Section, we explain the lightweight protocol proposed by Tan et al. [3] and
discuss its advantages and security drawbacks. Most of the recent RFID protocols
such as the standard Gen2 scheme or the protocols proposed in [1] and [2] take
advantage of a central database to store the RFID tag data. In these models, the
reader queries the tags and sends the information to a central database using a
secure line. After authentication, the database returns the the tag data to the
reader. In [3], the authors proposed a novel server-less authentication protocol
that aims to provide the same level of security as the previous protocols without
needing a central database system. In this scheme, each reader has a unique
identifier ri where the index i is used to distinguish between different readers.
Each tag has a unique identifier id and a unique secret tj where the index j is
used to distinguish between different tags. The secret tj is only known by the tag
itself and a trusted third party (a central database). A one-way hash function
h is known by both the tags and the readers and f(a, b) = h(a||b) in which || is
the concatenation operation and a and b are the arguments of f . Each reader
with index i is connected to the trusted third party once at the initialization
step and receives f(ri, t1) for the first tag, f(ri, t2) for the second tag, ..., and
f(ri, tn) for the nth tag in the system. It should be noted that the reader does
not have access to the secret tj of the tags, but it knows the value of f(ri, tj)
for each tag [3]. Details of the the server-less protocol is shown in Fig. 4 and it
works as follows:

1. The reader first sends a request message to the tag.
2. The tag replies to the request by sending a random challenge nj .
3. The reader sends its identifier ri along with a random challenge ni to the

tag.
4. The tag calculates h(f(ri, tj)) and sends its firstm bits, denoted by h(f(ri, tj))m

to the reader. The tag also calculates h(f(ri, tj)||ni||nj) ⊕ idj and sends it
back to the reader, where ⊕ is the XOR operation.



5. The reader checks its database and calculates the hash function of all of its
entries f(ri, tj) and looks for the candidates that have the first m bits as
h(f(ri, tj))m. If there is a match, the reader uses the random challenges ni

and nj to obtain h(f(ri, tj)||ni||nj), and then, idj .

As mentioned before, this protocol is easy to implement, inexpensive and
does not rely on the back-end database concept. This protocol can resist the
DoS, cloning, replay and physical attacks [3]. However, it still has some security
issues as explained below:

1. Similar to the four previously mentioned schemes, this protocol is vulnerable
to the desynchronization attack. A malicious user can send a request message
to the tag after step (3) and force it to generate a new challenge n′

j . At
this point, the reader waits for h(f(ri, tj))m and h(f(ri, tj)||ni||nj) ⊕ idj
while the tag is expecting a new n′

i and ri as the third step. This way, the
synchronization between the tag and the reader is corrupted and the session
finishes uselessly.

2. In step (4) of this scheme, h(f(ri, tj))m is sent by the tag. This is a static
form of data which can be used by malicious users to track the tag. Using
this information, the attacker can find a specific tag among the other tags
by repeatedly sending the request message with a fixed ri and look for the
tag which replies with h(f(ri, tj))m.

3. It is possible that an attacker captures a tag, repeatedly sends the re-
quest message along with fixed values of ri and ni, and then stores the
{h(f(ri, tj))m, h(f(ri, tj)||ni||nj)⊕ idj} responses received for different val-
ues of nj . This way, the attacker can make a table of responses for all the
values of ni and ri, and use this table in a fake tag to impersonate it as a
real one for a legitimate reader with ri.

5 Sun et al. Gen2+ RFID Protocol

Among different protocols, the EPCglobal Class-1 Generation-2 protocol (Gen2)
has been approved as the ISO18000-6C standard for global use. This protocol
has been designed based on the specifications and limitations of the Gen2 RFID
tags. Although this protocol is easy to implement and inexpensive, it was not
supposed to guarantee the security of RFID systems. The identity of tags is
transmitted in plaintext using Gen2 protocol, which makes the tags traceable
and cloneable [4]. Moreover, it is easy to show that the Gen2 protocol is vulner-
able to desynchronization, replay and impersonation attacks.

In order to solve the security issues of the Gen2 protocol, Sun et al. proposed
an improved version of Gen2 called the Gen2+ protocol [4]. A typical Gen2
tag contains a pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) and takes advantage
of a cyclic redundancy code (CRC-16) to protect the message integrity in its
communications [4]. The Gen2+ protocol uses the same PRNG and CRC-16
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tools for privacy preserving. Sun et al. assumed that each tag shares an l-word-
long random string, called “keypool”, with the back-end database. This string is
randomly generated by the back-end database and is written into the tag before
deployment [4]. A threshold t is also set in each tag to tolerate error bits in the
received values and to boost the reading speed. Sun et al. assumed that it is
possible to design and add an extra Hamming distance calculator to each Gen2
tag [4]. The Gen2+ protocol is depicted in Fig. 5 and works as follows:

1. A request message is sent from the reader to the tag.
2. The tag generates a 16-bit random number RN16 using its PRNG circuitry

and sends it to the tag, in addition to a check message which provides two
bits of additional information about the replying tag. In this scheme, the
16-bit RN16 is divided into two 8-bit binary strings, called a and b. The
check message is calculated by performing the XOR operation on the last
two bits of a and b, and is used to help identify the replying tag [4].

3. The reader sends the RN16 (composed of a and b) and check values to the
back-end database. The database uses this information, and searches the
keypool to find the 16-bit key which is pointed out by a and b. This key is
denoted by ck′ and is sent to the tag by the reader.

4. The tag compares this ck′ with its key ck to see if its Hamming distance is
less than the threshold t. If the mentioned Hamming distance is less than t,
the tag accepts the reader and sends its EPC data, otherwise, it does nothing
and waits for a new ck′ from the reader which is close enough to ck.

Most of the time, the above four steps are enough for common RFID ap-
plications. However, steps (5) to (7) of Fig. 5 can be used by the reader to



modify all or part of the tag’s information or to access its memory [4]. This
protocol is very similar to the Gen2 protocol but it increases the security of
communications between the readers and the tags at the cost of using an ex-
tra circuitry for calculating the Hamming distance between two binary strings.
There is also another cost for the increased security of the Gen2+ protocol over
the Gen2 scheme, which is the number of queries required to identify a commu-
nicating tag by a legitimate reader. It has been shown in [4] that approximately
15 queries are needed (on average) to identify a tag using the Gen2+ protocol.
Although the Gen2+ protocol is easy to implement and inexpensive, it has some
security problems as follow:

1. An attacker needs to be able to provide an acceptable ck′ for each RN16
and check it receives in step (2), to obtain the EPC data. It was proven in
[4] that if an attacker records approximately 16,384 failed sessions between
a reader and a tag and analyzes them, it may be able to track the tag after
that time, using the additional information provided by the check bits during
the past 16,384 failed sessions. Moreover, a passive attacker can listen to the
communication between the legitimate readers and the tags, and notice the
presence of a specific tag, as the EPC data is sent in plaintext in the Gen2+

protocol.
2. As in the previous schemes, the Gen2+ protocol is vulnerable to imperson-

ation and replay attacks. An attacker can eavesdrop on the communication
between a legitimate reader and a tag, and extract its EPC data, RN16 and
check. The attacker can save this information on a fake tag and program
it in a way that it replays this information in response to any request mes-
sage from any reader. The fake tag then accepts any ck′ it receives from the
reader and sends its EPC data in step (4) to impersonate itself. It should be
noted that this attack is only possible up until the keypool is not updated
by a legitimate reader.

3. An attacker can wait until a tag is interrogated by a legitimate reader and
sends its RN16 and check in step (2). At this point and before the legitimate
reader calculates ck′ and sends it to the tag, another request message can be
sent to the tag by the attacker. This way, the tag replies with another RN16
(or equivalently with another a and b) which points to a different location
of the keypool. As a result, the tag does not accept the ck′ which was sent
by the legitimate reader.

6 Security and Complexity Comparison

In this Section, we compare the five discussed protocols [1-4] from the security
point of view. We also compare them from the complexity and computational
costs aspect. Table 1 compares the robustness of discussed protocols against
tracking, desynchronization, replay, DoS, and impersonation attacks. For each
attack, the word “Yes” implies that the considered protocol is robust against
that attack while “No” means that the protocol is vulnerable to that attack.



Table 1. Security comparison of the RFID protocols explained in Sections 2-5.

Protocol\Attack Tracking Desynchronization Replay DoS Impersonating a real tag

Henrici-Müller [1] No No No Yes No

Challenge-Response Trigger [2] No No Yes Yes No

Forward Rolling Trigger [2] No No Yes No No

Serverless Method [3] No No Yes Yes No

Gen2+ [4] No No No Yes No

It can be inferred from Table 1 that the Henrici-Müller [1], challenge-response
trigger, forward rolling trigger [2], server-less method [3], and the Gen2+ [4]
protocols are vulnerable to the tracking, desynchronization, and impersonation
attacks. The challenge-response trigger, forward rolling trigger and the server-
less schemes can resist the replay attack, and DoS is a problem only for the
forward rolling trigger protocol. Table 2 compares the computational costs (per
successful session) imposed on the tags, for each of the discussed protocols. In
this table, we only consider the complexity of implementing each protocol on
RFID tags, and neglect the computational cost on the database side, as the
main bottleneck in designing RFID protocols is the computational limitation of
the tags, not the databases. In order to make a fair comparison of the complexity
and computational costs, we denote the computational cost of each hash function
by α, each random generation by β, each addition, subtraction or comparison by
γ, each conjugation or concatenation function by λ, and each Hamming distance
calculation by θ. Except of the Gen2+ scheme, the other protocols need at least
three hash computations, and the only scheme that needs an extra circuitry for
calculating the Hamming distance of two binary strings is the Gen2+ protocol.
Finally, all the protocols except the forward rolling trigger need to perform at
least one conjugation or concatenation.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed five recently proposed lightweight RFID protocols
[1-4]. We discussed these five protocols as they are vulnerable to some attacks
and can jeopardize the security of RFID systems and consumers. However, it
should be noted that many other protocols can be discussed as well.

As another important point, it may be questioned why we use the term
lightweight for the protocols which use two or three hash functions. First, the
authors of the above papers claim that their proposed protocols are lightweight,
not us. In other words, we are not judging whether or not the discussed protocols
are lightweight. In this paper, we are more interested in the security issues of
mentioned protocols. Second, using multiple hash functions does not necessarily
mean that a proposed protocol is too complicated. Some recently introduced hash
functions, like the SQUASH-128 method, are designed based on the limitations
of RFID tags, and can implement multiple hash functions for RFID tags using
few gates [20].



Finally, it should be noted that making a complete dictionary for all the
possible challenges may take many years and seems not very applicable for the
attacker. However, the attacker can randomly pick some challenges and save the
response of a captured tag to these challenges for future use. In other words,
making a complete dictionary for all the possible challenges may not be a real-
istic assumption, but making a dictionary for some probable challenges is not
impossible.

Among the five discussed protocols, only the server-less scheme proposed
by Tan et al. [3] does not depend on the direct access to a central database.
Considering the fact that almost all of the discussed protocols are vulnerable
to the same attacks, being server-less is an advantage of this protocol over the
others. Finally, it should be noted that all the discussed protocols are vulnerable
to tracking, desynchronization and impersonation attacks. Therefore, finding a
more secure protocol which is designed based on the limitations of RFID tags
while resisting the mentioned attacks is an important area for RFID researchers.

Table 2. Complexity comparison of the RFID protocols explained in Sections 2-5.

Protocol Complexity

Henrici-Müller [1] 4α+3γ+2λ

Challenge-Response Trigger [2] 3α+β+γ+2λ

Forward Rolling Trigger [3] 4α+β+4γ

Serverless Method [3] 3α+β+4λ

Gen2+ [4] 2β+3γ+λ+θ
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